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THE GENERALIZED BURGERS' EQUATION

AND THE NAVIER-STOKES EQUATION IN R"

WITH SINGULAR INITIAL DATA

JOEL D. AVRIN

Abstract. From an abstract theory of Weissler we construct a simple local existence

theory for a generalization of Burgers' equation and the Navier-Stokes equation in

the Banach space LP(R"). Our conditions on p recover the conditions of Giga and

Weissler in the latter case except for the borderline situation p = n. For the

generalized Burgers' equation our results are apparently new; moreover we show that

these local solutions are in fact global solutions in this case. We also obtain results

for the generalized Burgers' equation with R" replaced by a bounded domain ft with

smooth boundary. Using a somewhat more complex abstract theory of Weissler, we

arc able to improve on our results found in the case ft = R", and also obtain global

existence.

1. Introduction. Semilinear parabolic equations over domains £2 in R" with

singular initial data have been studied recently by Giga, Weissler, and others (see

e.g., [5-7, 9-12] for a partial list). In [10] for example, the existence of unique local

mild solutions of the equation

.a

(1.1) u, — Lu = \u\ u

for a > 0 was established for any initial data in LP(Q) where p depended on a and

n and £2 was a bounded domain with smooth boundary. The subsequent work of

Giga and Weissler cited above produced similar results for (1.1) when Í2 = R" and

also treated the Navier-Stokes equation for incompressible flow when Í2 is a

half-plane [11], in bounded domains with smooth boundary [5, 6], and, quite

recently, in R" [5],

In the case of the Navier-Stokes equation, these results establish, in particular,

local existence and uniqueness of solutions for any initial data in Epi^l), the

solenoidal subspace of LP(Q,), provided p > n.

In this paper we demonstrate how simply and effectively the original abstract

theory of [10] applies to a generalized Burgers' equation, and the Navier-Stokes

equation, when ß = R". In the latter case we obtain results similar to those cited

above in [5], except for the borderline case p = n. Our results for the generalized

Burgers' equation are apparently new.
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The original Burgers' equation is

(1.2) w, — uxx + uux = 0,

where u = u(x, t) and x G R1. The generalization considered here is

(1.3) u, - Aw + divxp(u) = 0,

where  u = u(x,t) with x G R",  A = L") = l d2/(dXj)2, and  <f = (i//,.»//„) is a

function from R to R" such that the components xp¡ are polynomials of degree y or

less. In §2 we use the abstract theory of [10] to establish local existence and

uniqueness of mild solutions of (1.3) for any initial data u(x,0) s w„ in LP(Q)

whenever

(1.4) p>(y-l)n.

Note that (1.4) reduces to p > n when y = 2. We show that these solutions are

global solutions in §3, using results found in [2].

In the references cited above, the Navier-Stokes equation for incompressible flow

is written in the form

(1.5) u, - PAu = -P(u,v)u,

where for fixed t > 0. u = (u1,..., u") is a map from S2 to R", P is the projection

onto solenoidal vectors, and
n

(1.6) («,v) = ¿Zu^d/dXj).

In §4 we discuss (1.5) for S2 = R", and establish local existence and uniqueness of

mild solutions for arbitrary initial data in EP(R") = PLP(H") whenever p > n. The

fact that P commutes with A when S2 = R" will play a crucial role in our analysis.

In §5 we consider the extension of the results of §2 to bounded domains. The

author has recently been informed that [4], while the results of §2 in this paper are

apparently new, the abstract theory of [5] can be applied when £2 is bounded with

smooth boundary to obtain local existence for p > (y — 1)«, thus adding the

borderline case to (1.4). We show in §5 that another abstract theorem of Weissler

found in [11] is applicable to the bounded domain case, and also yields the result

p > (y - i)«-
We conclude this section by outlining the abstract setting of Weissler that will be

applied in §§2 and 4. Let £ be a Banach space with norm || • || and let e'A be a C„

semigroup on E. For each / > 0 let K,: E —> E be a semi-Lipschitz map, i.e., if Ua

is the closed ball of radius a > 0 in E, then K, is Lipschitz continuous over each Ua

with Lipschitz constant Cait). The following is an equivalent form of a portion of

Theorem 1 of [10].

Theorem 1.1. Let E, e'A, Kn and Ca(t) be as above and assume further that:

(a) esAK, = Ks + , for s,t > 0.

(b) For each a > 0, Ca( ■ ) is in 7,'(0, e) for some e > 0.

(c) / -» \\K,(0)\\ is in Ll(0, e) for some e > 0.

Then for each <f> g E there exists a T^ > 0 such that the integral equation

(1.7) u(t) = e'%+ ¡'K,_siu(s))ds

has a unique local solution u G C([0, 7^); E).
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In Weissler's original application Kt(d¡) = etAJi§), corresponding to the equation

(1.8) u, = Au + Jiu),

where E = 7/'(fi) for an appropriate q, A is a type of elliptic differential operator

and / is a polynomial. The choice of q depends on n and the degree of /; this

dependence arises from properties of A and the Sobolev embedding theorems (see,

e.g., [1]). Our choice of p in §§2 and 4 will come from similar considerations, once

we select appropriate choices for K, in each case.

2. Local existence for the generalized Burgers' equation. We seek local mild

solutions of (1.3). The corresponding integral equation is

(2.1) u(t) = e'Au0 + (' e('-J)Adiv(t//(w(i))) ds.

Noting that d/dx/ commutes with A over R", j = 1,..., n, we rewrite (2.1) in the

form

(2.2) u(t) = elAu0 + (' div(e('-í)V(íí(5))) ds.

To apply Theorem 1.1 to (2.2), we set

(2.3) KM « div(«'ty(*)).

where <j> g LP(R"); the following theorem establishes the choice of p.

Theorem 2.1. For y > 2 andp > max{y,(y — 1)«} the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1

are satisfied with K, as in (2.3), E = LP(R"), and e'A = e'A.

In other words, (2.2) has a unique local solution u g C([0, T); LP(R")) for some

T > 0. Recall that y is the maximum degree of the polynomials forming the

components of xp.

Proof of Theorem 2.1. We first consider the case where each \pi is a monomial of

degree y. For m > 0 and 1 < p < + oo let W"-p(R") denote the set of measurable

functions whose derivatives up to order m are in LP(R"). A suitable norm that

makes Wm-p(R") a Banach space is \\f\\m,p = \\f\\p + ||(-A)m/2/||p. Note that m

can be any positive real number (see Chapter VII of [1]). If F = (fl,...,fm) is

vector-valued we let \\F\\mp denote sup,.||/,||mp.

By Holder's inequaltiy every monomial of degree y gives rise to a semi-Lipschitz

map of LP(R") to L*(R") where p > y and q = p/y. Hence for each a > 0 let Ua

denote the closed ball of radius a in LP(R") and let Ma be a constant so that

(2.3) \\4>iv) -Hw)\\p/y< Mjv - W\\p

for all v, w S Ua.

Let Tí, be a constant such that ||div(F)|| < -^il|F||, p whenever F = (/,, — /„)

with /, G ^^''(R"). By the Sobolev embedding theorems, for each m > 0 there

exists a constant C depending only on n, p, and m suchthat ||/||j ^ C||/||(m + 1)/,/v

provided p = n(y - \)/m; hence for F =(/,,...,/„) with /, G Lp/y(R") we have
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(for the above choice of p) that

(2.4) \\divie*F)\\p 4i Ki\\e*F¡i.P < KiC\\e'*F\\(m+i),P/y

= 7^c[||e'AF|U + ||(-A)VAF|U],

where r = (m + l)/2. Now e'A is an analytic contraction semigroup on Lp/y(R"),

hence from (2.4) we have

(2.5) \\divie'*F)\\p ^ Ktdl + drr)\\F\\p/y

for some constant d, independent of F.

Thus if v,w e Ua we have by (2.3) and (2.5) that

(2.6) ||7v,(,)-/v,(w)||/,=|div(e'A(^(i;)-^(w)))|/,

^K1cii + drr)Hiv)-xpiw)\\p/y

< MJKiCO-+ dr'Mv - wh
for each m > 0, provided p = n(y — \)/m. Note that r < 1 if m < 1, which will

occur provided ¿> > n(y — 1). With this choice of p part (b) of Theorem 1.1 is

verified with Ca(/) = MaKxC{\ + dt~r). For the case when each ip¡ is a polynomial

of degree y or less, we can write 7ir(c>) as a sum of terms of the form

3/(9jc-)e'A(«//(</>)), where t// is a monomial; we now proceed as above, but choose C

and m precisely for each term. The critical choice of m will be for the terms of

degree y; for other terms we can choose m (and hence r) to be smaller, so that Ca(i)

will now be a sum of terms integrable near zero. This establishes part (b) for the

general case.

Meanwhile part (c) of Theorem 1.1 is trivial since the components of i/>(u) are

constants, while (a) follows since e'A commutes with 3/3xy, j = 1,...,«. This

completes the proof of Theorem 2.1.

It is evident that if -A is replaced by A = (-A)"' for m > 1, then we might be

able to allow for a lower p. The following is a corollary of the proof of Theorem 2.1.

Theorem 2.2. Let A be as in the preceding paragraph. Then for Kt(-) =

div(e'A\p(-)) and E = LP(R") the conditions of Theorem 1.1 are satisfied provided

p > max(y, n(y — l)/(2m — 1)}.

3. Global existence for the generalized Burgers' equation. If (1.3) has initial data in

^'•''(R") with p > n, then it was shown in [2] that (1.3) has a unique global solution

u g C([0, + oo); rVl-piR")). Although the analysis in [2] is carried out for bounded

domains (and a generalized version of (1.3)) we noted at that time that the estimates

used, primarily the imbedding of Wl-p{R") into CB(R") for p > n and the maximum

principle for linear equations of the form

(3.1) wt = Aw + a(x) • Vw

(where the components of a are in LX(R")), carry over to the case where Í2 = R". In

particular, by Proposition (3.1) of [2] we have the estimate

(3.2) ll"(01oo<ll"oIL       f"e[Of+oo),
if w„ = u(0)e WUp(R").
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If w„ g LP(R") with p > (y — l)n, we established the existence of a unique local

solution w g C([0, T); LP(R")) for some T > 0 in §2. By conclusion (v) of Theorem

1 of [10], to establish global existence it suffices to show that ||w(i)llp does not blow

up in finite time. For this purpose assume first that w„ G LP(R") n LX(R"). Let

«o = exp(« ~ 'A)w„; then by the maximum principle and the contractive properties of

e'\

(3-3) ll«SL<KIU        Il"ÔII, < II"oil,
while w„ -* w„ in LpiR") since e'A is a strongly continuous semigroup. Moreover,

u'¿ G Wl-p{R") since e'A is analytic on LP(R").

Let un denote the solution of (1.3) with initial data u"y Note div^/(w„) = g(un) ■

Vw„, where g(r) = xp'ir), r g R. From (3.2) and (3.3) there exists a constant M,

independent of t and «, such that

(3.4) l|g("„)L<M.
Rewriting (2.2) for w„ in the form

(3.5) unit) = e>*u'¿ + [' e<'-^giu„is)) ■ Vu„(s) ds,

we apply V to both sides and take L ''-norms to obtain

(3.6)      \\vu„it)\\p^dr1/2\\u»0\\p + ('dit-syl/2M\\vu„is)\\pds,

where d is as in §2 and M is as in (3.4). Multiplying both sides by t1/2 we obtain

(3.7) t^2\\vunU)\\P^d\\u'¿\\p+ t^2f Cit,s)ls^2\\vunis)\\p}ds,

where C(i, s) = dM(t - s)~l/2s~l/2. Applying Gronwall's inequality and (3.3) to

(3.7) we see that

(3.8) ^2\\vunit)\\P<4u0\\pexpÍT^2Dit))

for t G [0, T), where D(t) = J¿C(t, s)ds.

Hence, with E(t) = exp(F1/27)(«)) g C([0, T]),

(3.9) lk(OII„<ll«oll„ + {' Md\W\ps~^2Eis)ds

^\\u0\\p + 2tl<,2Md\\u0\\p   sup   £(0-
Oir<r

Given a closed interval of existence [0,7\]  for  w,  by (3.9) we can choose  a

independent of n so that ||w"(0llp < a and ||m(í)II^ < a for f g [0, 7,]. Then from

§2 we have, for 0 < t < 7\,

(3.10)

||w„(r) - «(Oil, < lk'A(«o - «o) I + /' ||div(e'A(<Hw„(,)) - i(u(s)))) \\pds

<l«s- "oiiP + f Q(oik>(j) - «(í)ii^*.
'0

so by Gronwall's inequality

(3.11) \\u„(t) - u(t)\\p <||«S - w(4exp(£„(/)),
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where Da(t) = f¿Cais)ds. Thus lim,,^^ u„(t) = w(r) uniformly in L^R") on each

such [0, F,]. In particular (3.9) must be satisfied with u(t) in place of w„(i) on each

such [0, FJ, hence ||m(í)|| cannot blow up in finite time. We have thus proven the

following result.

Proposition 3.1. The solutions found in §2 are global solutions if w„ g Ly'(R") n

TJ^R").

We now use a bootstrap argument that employs Proposition 3.1. Let r g (0,1)

and p > (y - \)n be numbers to be determined with n > 2.

Let T > 0 be such that a local solution w(i) of (1.3) exists for t g [0, T) as in

Theorem 2.1 (note F depends on p). Then for t G (0, T) and K, as in §2,

(3.11) |j(-A)r/2«(0||,

<dr'/2\\ujp+ KÁf \\i-a)r/2e<'-^uis)¡p
/o

+ \\(-A)r/2(-A)W2e«-^xp(u(s))\\pds

< £/r'/2KL + K,C   (' dit - s)~r/2\\uis)\\p/yds
/o

+ /'fl(-A)(ff+'+1)/V'-^«(*))|L*
o

where a = (y - l)«//> and C depends on n, p, and a. The right-hand side of (3.11)

will be finite provided a + r < 1, or

(3.12) P > (y - 1)»/(1 - r) > (y - l)n.

Choose p such that (3.12) is satisfied and fix t = r„ in (0, T). Then u(t0) g rFr/,(R").

Now >f r-P(R") c CS(R") provided

(3.13) p > n/r.

As (y — 1)«/(1 — r) and n/r are increasing and decreasing functions, respectively,

on (0,1) the minimum condition on p given by (3.12) and (3.13) occurs when

(y — 1)«/(1 - r) = n/r, which happens when r = 1/y. For such an r, (3.12) and

(3.13) become

(3.14) p > yn.

Then with p and r as above, let vit) solve (1.3) with w„ = «('„); by Theorem 3.1

v is a continuous L^R'^-valued global solution. Let

3.15) w(0 =      , ,
(o(í-í0),    í>r0.

Then w g C([0, +oo); Lp(R")) is a global solution of (1.5), which by uniqueness

equals u(t) on all of [0, T). Thus ||w(OII^ cannot blow up in a finite time, and so u

is a global solution (which equals w on [0, + co)).
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Let w = m,, p = jD[, and r = rx. Then we define our bootstrap procedure induc-

tively as follows: Suppose we have a global solution uk g C([0, +oo); Lp(R")) of

(1.3) with p — pk. Then for rA + 1 G (0,1) and pk+l g ((y - \)n, pk) to be de-

termined we have that (3.11) holds if (3.12) is satisfied with p replaced by pk + l, r

by rk + l, and u by uk + l (where we let uk + l g C([0, Tk + 1); T/'R") be the local

solution of (1.3) with u0 g Lq(R"), q = pk + l). Then for a fixed t0 g (0, Tk + 1) we

have that uk + 1(t0) g L"(R"), />=/>„ provided /7, + 1 > (Y*+1n)/(Y*+1/*+, + yA

+ • • • +1), since pk = (ykn)/(yk~l + ■■■ +1).

If

(3.16) rk+1 - l/yA + 1

then the two conditions on pA + 1 now require that

(3.17) pk+1 > (y*+1n)/(y* + y*"1 + ••• +l).

The argument with u and w above applies, with v satisfying (1.3) with w„ replaced

by uk + 1(t0), and u(t) replaced by wA + 1(/), t g (0, Tk + l). We thus obtain global

solutions uk + l G C([0, + oo); Lq(R")) with q= pk + \ for all positive integers k

provided pk + l satisfies (3.17).

Writing yk + l as (y - 1) + 1 we then see that the right-hand side of (3.17)

converges to (y — 1)«. Thus for any p > (y — \)n, we have p > pk + l > (y — 1)«

for large enough k; this establishes the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1. The solutions found in §2 are global, i.e., for uQ G L^R") with

p > (y - 1)«, (1.3) has a unique solution u G C([0, + oo); LP(R")).

We have proven Theorem 3.1 with n > 2. The details with n = 1 are similar; note

in that case max{y,(y - 1)«} = y. Also note that by the proof of Theorem 3.1

u(t) g Cß(R") for any t g (0, -t-oo). In fact, a simple integral equation argument

shows that w g C((0, + oo); Cfi(R")).

4. The Navier-Stokes equation in R". As has frequently been done before (see e.g.,

[3, 5, 11]) we write the Navier-Stokes equation in the form

(4.1) u, - Au =» -P(«,v)«,

where P is the projection onto the solenoidal vectors, A = PA, and the /th

component of F( w, V ) w is

(4-2) P\ t UjiVjUj)  ,

where u = (w,,...,w„) and V; = d/(dx¡). Let Ep be the closure in (LP(R"))" of

{w g (C„(R"))"|divw = 0}. Then it is well known [3] that F is a continuous map

from (L/;(R"))" to Ep when p = 2. The same is true, however, for p ^ 1 (see [6, p.

890 or 5]). Meanwhile, since we are considering (4.1) over R", we can take A = A

since P commutes with A in this case.
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For our purposes here we rewrite (4.2) in the form

(4.3) pitjjiujuM.

This is equivalent to (4.2) since a solution w of (4.1) must satisfy div u = 0.

The corresponding integral solution for (4.1) is

(4.4) uit) = e'AuQ+ ¡' Kt_siuis))ds,

where Kt(u) = —e'AP(u,v)u. We want to apply Theorem 1.1 to (4.4) with this

choice of Kt, E = Ep, and e'A = e'A. Since P and V, both commute with A = A in

E, we can rewrite the ;th component of Ktiu) in the form

(4.5)
7 = 1

We now prove the following result.

Theorem 4.1. Let Kt(u) be defined by (4.5). Then for each w„ g Ep there exists a

T > 0 such that (4.4) has a unique local solution u G C([0, F); E ) providedp > n.

Proof. We verify the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1. Since e'A commutes with P and

V,-, (a) follows immediately, while (c) is trivial since K,(0) = 0. For (b), note that

(4.6)       (*,(«)),-(*,(!>)), = - ¿ PVje'A(ujUt - UjoA

7=1

= - £Pv^[(«j-^.)h,.+ <;,(«,.-i;,)]
7-1

for u,v g Ep so that, with Kx, C, and d as in §2, and p = n(y — \)/m,

(4.7)
n

\\Ktiu)-Kt(v)\\p< sup  ¿Z ¡Vje'A[iuj - Vj)ut + Vjiuf- Di)]\\p
<     7=1

n

iS sup  £ ^iC(l + ^~')||(", - £>,K + »j(«i - Vj) \\p/2,
'      7=1

where r = (m + l)/2. Applying Holder's inequality to the right-hand side of (4.7),

we have

(4.8)

\\K,(u)-K,(v)\\p

a sup KxC(l + dt~r) L ll"/--ujjll«,ll,+  E Ik/lull",-«/II,
/-i 7=1

^ AT,C(1 + dt   ')[a«|jw — v\\P + na\\u — v\\P\

< (2anKxC(l + drr))\\u " vL,
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where we have chosen a such that ||w|| , ||u|| < a. If p > n then r < 1, so that part

(b) of Theorem (1.1) is verified with Ca(t) = 2anKxC(l + dt~r). This concludes the

proof of Theorem 4.1.

5. The generalized Burgers' equation in bounded domains. If we replace R" by a

bounded domain Í2 with smooth boundary, then for most commonly occurring

boundary conditions, e.g. w = 0 on 3Í2, it is no longer true that A commutes with

div(-). In this section, therefore, we modify the somewhat more complex arguments

of Theorem 2 of [11], which were designed to handle the Navier-Stokes equation in

this setting. We first note some facts about e'A with Dp{A) = W2-p(Sl) n Wl-p(Q),

where 1 < p < + oo.

By Proposition 3.1 of [13], given F > 0 there exists a constant Cx such that for all

/6I'(0)

(5.1) lk'A/ll,<c1/-"/^»||/||/,

whenever \^p<q<+<x> and t g (0, F]; here \/r = l/p - \/q, and Cx de-

pends on p, q, and ß. Moreover for all / g Lp(Q)

(5.2) limi"/(2r)||e'7|L = 0.

Meanwhile, for 1 < p < + oo there exists a constant C2, depending only on p and

£2, such that

(->-->J IIe   7 ||i., < L2t        11/ II,

for all / g L''(ß). This follows from the analyticity of e'A. By using the techniques

of [11 or 13] we also have, for all / g Lp(Q), that

(5.4) Bm/V'2||e'A/||i.,-0.
I i0

We rewrite (2.1) in the form

(5.5) w(/) = e'Aw0+ (' ei:-^g(uis))-Vuis)ds,

where g = xp'. Note that the maximum degree of the components of g is y — 1 ; for

what follows set y — 1 = 0.

Theorem 5.1. Let p satisfy p ^ On with n > 2. Then there exists a T > 0 such that

(5.5) has a unique solution u g C([0, F); Lp{tt)).

Proof. We mimic the proof of Theorem 2 of [11] and select W = Lp/2{Q,),

X = Lp(tt), Y = Lp6(ü), and Z = WUp(Q). For simplicity we suppose the compo-

nents of g are monomials of degree 6, and that 0 > 1. The case 6 = 1 is clearly

already handled by Theorem 2 of [11] since g(u) ■ Vw is the diagonal part of a

bilinear form for 6 = 1. Fix w„ G X and let a, /3, F be such that ß -> 0 as F -> 0

and

(5.6) |eM«o|r<«.    'ÍK"o||r ^ A    f1/2||e'A«0|z < ß
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for all t g (0, T], where b = «(0 - \)/{2p0). Note that the latter two inequalities

follow from (5.1)-(5.4).

For a, ß, T as above, let M be the space of all curves w: [0, F] -» X such that

(i) u: [0, F] -» A is continuous and ||m(í)II* < 2a for / g [0, F];

(ii) u: (0, F] -» F is continuous and /fc||w(OI|y< 2/8 for? g (0, F];

(iii) w: (0, F] -» Z is continuous and i1/2||w(/)||z < 2ß for r g (0, F].

M is a nonempty complete metric space with metric p where, for u,v G M,

p(«,ü) =    sup   {||«(0 - i>(0ILr.*1l"(0 -«(0llr>'1/2ll"(0 - KOIIz}-
re (0,7)

We want to be able to select F such that the map

(5.7) (S«)(0 = e'Au0 + [' e{'-s*Giuis)) ds

is a strict contraction on M, where G(u) = g(u) • Vw. As a preliminary estimate,

note that there exists a constant C3 depending on g and n such that

(5.8) ||G(«) - Giv)\\w ^\\giu) - giv)\\p\\vu\\P +\\giv)\\p\\viu - v)\\p

< C,
/e-i \

V^   II    ii6,-1-*'ii    11*

L II"!!/1«    IMI/>
\ A=0

I« - t;||,fl||Vw||, + ||u||,í||v(w - v) Up

where we have used Holder's inequality and the fact that

18-1

£ «'-»-V (a - v).

Hence if w, v G M u = ü '

(5.9) ||G(w(0)-C7(t;(0)|L

< c3[ö(2/S)('"1rr<<,-1>(2/8)r1/2r-"p(w^) + (2|8)VftSr1/2p(u,i>)]

= c,io + \)i2ß)er^h+l/Mu,v)

s c4r(í'*+1/2»(2/3)ep(w,¡;)

so that (noting that e'A = e<'/2»à(e<'/2>A))

(5.10) t^\\iSu)it)-iSv)it)\\z

< í1/2 /"' C2i2yW\t - syl/2\\e«'-^ÍGiuis)) - G(o(s)))\\pds

t^2 (' C2i2)-a/2+a\t - sr(1/2+a)||G(w(s)) - G(o(s)) \\wds<

< ?1/2C (' it-syil/2 + a)s-«>h+l^ds (2ß)p(u,v),

where C5 = (C2/2)C4 and a = n/(2p). Similarly

(5.11)    ||S(«(0)-S(o(0)I*<Q (Tit-syas~(eh+l/2)ds
Jn

(2ß)p(u,ü)
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and

(5.12)

|S(w(0)-S(/j(0)||y<C7/ft [lit-s)~(b+a)s-^b+1^ds
•In

(2ß)ep(u,v)

for appropriate constants C6 and C7.

Now, if c, d G (0,1), a simple scaling argument (see [13]) shows that

(5.13) (' o - sycs-dds = tl-'-äp (i - sycs-dds

so that the right-hand side of (5.10) is

(5.14)       c5f1-<'+#*+1/2> fd-o
•in

-a/2 + a)s^gh + x/2)ds i2ß)äpiu,v)

and the right-hand sides of (5.11) and (5.12) can be similarly rewritten. Hence if

a + 6b + 1/2 < 1, which implies p > On, estimates (5.10)-(5.12) imply that S is a

strict contraction from M to M for small enough F > 0, since ß can be chosen

sufficiently small if F is small enough. This concludes the proof of Theorem 5.1,

provided we note that calculations similar to those above show that S maps M to M

for F sufficiently small.

Meanwhile, since w(/) g Wx (fi) for t > 0 with p > n, then w(/) G CB(ß) c

L°°(ß) for t > 0. The following is a corollary of the preceding result and the proof

of Theorem 3.1.

Theorem 5.2. The solution u found in Theorem 5.1 is a global solution when p > n,

i.e., u G C([0, +oo); Lpiü)).

Finally, we remark that we have proven Theorem 5.1 when the components of 4>

are monomials of degree 6. The general polynomial case can be obtained via a more

careful analysis based on more complex versions of (5.8), using the fact that

polynomials of degree 8 give rise to locally Lipschitz maps from Lp(ß) to Lp9iQ)

when ß is bounded. We also note that we have not handled the case n = 1, but the

above proof will go through in that case if we additionally require that p > 2.

6. Remarks. We note that an equation similar to (1.3) was considered in [9], where

local existence and uniqueness for mild solutions was established for initial data in

L4(ß) when n = 3 and y = 2. In §2 we have improved this to (1.4), which reduces

to p > 3 in the above case, and in §5 we have noted that a modification of the

theory of [11] extends (1.4) further to allow p = (y - \)n.

Meanwhile the arguments of §3 apply to both §§2 and 5 to obtain global existence

when (1.4) is satisfied. Thus the blowup behavior of (1.1) studied by Giga and

Weissler (see e.g., [7, 8, and 12]) does not appear in a similar fashion for (1.3). This is

not particularly surprising since it is intuitively reasonable that the maximum

principle can be applied in some way (see [2]).

Finally, we note that the main difference between the Navier-Stokes equation and

(1.3) is the projection operator P. It is well known that the nonlocal nature of P has

so far prevented the establishment of anything like the maximum principle for (1.5).
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It is evident from §§4 and 5, however, that the local existence theory of (1.3) and

(1.5) is very similar, which is in large part due to the fact that F is a bounded map

from Lp loLp.
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